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Olivier Servant joins Abénex as a Manager  

Olivier Servant, 31 yo, joins Abénex as Manager within the 

Croissance team which successfully completed its fundraising 

above its initial objective of 125M€. Holding a Master in 

Banking and Finance from Paris-Dauphine University, he has 

six years of experience in the Small-caps investment. Olivier 

started his career in 2014 at Turenne Capital, before joining 

the Paris office of Siparex in 2016. He took part in ten 

transactions of growth capital and LBO, mainly in primary 

operation context, often with build-up issues. He invested in 

companies with a turnover from €10m to €50m, notably 

across the BtoB Services and Distribution sectors. 

About Abénex (www.abenex.com) 

Founded in 1992, Abénex is a historical player in French private equity market, specialized in 

growth and buyout transactions both as a minority and majority shareholder. Independent for 

more than 10 years, Abénex operates on three segments of private equity: Smallcaps, Midcaps 

and Real-estate. 

 

On Small and Midcaps segments, Abénex is a long-term investor partnering with entrepreneurs 

and founding families, and operationally-involved in growth and operational optimization 

projects. Abénex is committed to the Management team’s success, providing them with a fully 

dedicated operational team to support their projects of transformation and external growth 

strategy. Abénex invests in SMEs valued up to €50m in Smallcaps and between €50m and 

€500m in Midcaps.  

 

Abénex’ real-estate team invests in Value-Add projects of up to €80m of asset value as well as 

in Core+ opportunities with an asset value in excess of €50m, notably in the retail, logistics, 

serviced residences and education sectors. 

 

The team is composed of 30 professionals with demonstrated and renowned expertise, located 

in Paris and Lyon. 

 

Abénex is approved by the AMF (Autorité des Marchés Financiers) to manage FPCI (Fonds 

Professionnels de Capital Investissement) and OPCI (Organismes de Placement Collectif 

Immobilier) funds. 


